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Patriot Patrick Henry said to the British court, “I will never submit to taking your license. (501 c-3?) I am controlled by the Holy Spirit and authorized by
God Almighty! I will not allow you to control me by a license, no matter what you do to me!” Three days later he was scourged to death.

“An unlimited power to tax is the power to destroy.” Daniel Webster (1782–1852)
Our Founders realized that unrestrained power to tax in the hands of corrupt government bureaucrats leads to
tyranny. The IRS is engaged in some of the most vicious ideological warfare in U.S. history, systematically
silencing almost 500 conservative groups. For more than two years (since February 2010), the IRS hasn't approved a
single Tea Party application for nonprofit status. One by one, the IRS tried to pick off the President's opponents,
using one of the most powerful tools in the President's shed - intimidation. In one instance, the IRS withheld
approval for the Coalition for Life of Iowa until they sent a letter "stating that they won’t picket/protest outside an
Planned Parentood." Only then would their application be considered. If that isn't government tyranny, I don't
know what is. Withholding nonprofit status until they surrender their constitutional rights to assemble is blatantly
unconstitutional. The chief of the IRS's tax-exempt division, who oversaw the censorship of Christian and
conservative groups, is Sarah Ingram. For her exemplary targeting of right-wing groups she was given more
than $103,000 in bonuses (since when did public servants get bonuses?) and was promoted! She now oversees the
largest power expansion in IRS history, as head of ObamaCare, and she will penalize those who are considered
enemies of the administration. This is no joke!
Did The IRS Try To Swing The Election To Obama?
Corruption: The IRS is waging a secret war against conservatives. The IRS’s abuse of power threatens the very
basis of our system of government. But it gets even more diabolic. The IRS took confidential information and
gave it to Democrats to use against their opposition to help Democrats win re-election. This didn’t come from
some low level IRS official. This came from the top. This is a foretaste of life in a totally Communist controlled
country. Think of the IRS having control over life-saving medical procedures. They could determine what kind
of health care you receive based on your political affiliation. If you are old, you will be referred to a death squad
panel based upon your political thinking. If you’re conservative, “Here’s a pill to end it all.” This is no joke.
The IRS is America's Version of the USSR’s KGB or the Nazi SS
The IRS has become a weapon for liberals to punish conservatives, with lengthy questionnaires, intruding into
their personal donor’s info. Endless requests for “clarifying” information and mountains of similar paperwork
have delayed applications for nonprofit tax status and some groups have finally given up. Meanwhile local
chapters of the radical/anarchist “Occupy” movement have received nonprofit status within days. And even the
North American Man Boy Love Association, the corrupt pedophile group, whose goal is to make pedophilia legal,
was immediately granted tax exemption without delay. I hear the Black boots coming!
A Pattern Of Power Abuse
Tyranny: Perhaps the most sinister aspect of the president's parade of scandals is that Obama advised graduates
at Ohio State University to put all their trust in government and reject those shrill "voices" that say government
is the source of our problems. But Obama himself is proving our fears are well founded. Government by this
rogue regime, needs more checks, not fewer; more skepticism, not less. Tyranny isn't lurking around the corner.
It's now upon us, manifest in the pattern of misuse and abuse of government power by this presidency, as revealed
in the abuse of IRS power to persecute political enemies; running guns to foreign drug lords and lying about it in
Fast & Furious; the Benghazi cover-up and the denial of emergency help that led to the deaths of four Americans
including our ambassador. This is an exceedingly power-hungry president who has no respect for the Constitution
or rule of law. He will continue to run roughshod over our individual rights and economic freedoms, if we let him.
Investors Business Daily 5/15/2013

Ambassador Stevens desperately and repeatedly asked secretary of State Hillary Clinton for help, but she denied
it. When she testified before the Congressional committee, she angrily exploded, “What difference does it make
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now anyway?” But if it were her daughter Chelsea, who was the ambassador, would she ask “What difference
does it make?” or demand an answer? What happened to my daughter?
But the stunning part of the Benghazi story that you didn’t hear in the liberal media*was the incredible bravery,
heroics, and courage of two former Navy Seals. When they heard the shots and ran to the fight, they had no
weapons but picked up the guns of the fleeing Libyan guards. Because of their courageous actions, 20 personnel
in the embassy were able to escape to safety. Eventually, the sheer numbers brought against them, between 100 to
200 attackers, overwhelmed these two courageous men! But the stunning part of the story is Tyrone Woods and
Glen Doherty killed 60 of the attacking force. Once the compound was overrun, the attackers were incensed to
discover that only two brave men had inflicted so much death and destruction. These selfless heroes knew they
were going to lose their lives but not before they took a whole lot of bad guys with them!
*Do you wonder why the media is so biased? The liberal media is the Democrat Party: CNN President Virginia Mosely is
married to Tom Nides, who is Hillary’s Deputy Secretary; CBS President David Rhodes is the brother of Ben Rhodes, who
is a top Obama official; ABC President is Ben Sherwood’s sister is Elizabeth Sherwood, who is an Obama Special Adviser.

When a soldier is killed in the line of duty, his family gets a flag and a note from the United States Government.
But when a Black pro basketball player announces he is gay, he immediately gets a personal phone call from the
President congratulating him for his courage. Am I missing something?
-----------------------The White House made a congratulatory call to Jason Collins for being homosexual but ignored the desperate
calls from the four men in Benghazi. Obama abandoned Americans under fire to let them be slaughtered. Just so
he could try to keep up the illusion he had defeated Al Qaeda. His political ambitions are far more important to
him than a few Americans who can be replaced. Then he fired an Admiral and a General who were attempting to
aid those under fire. He’s declared all videotapes top secret. What’s he hiding? What kind of man is he?
President Obama is finally admitting that sexual assault is a serious problem in the military--but what he hasn't
conceded is he helped create it. According to a Pentagon survey, most of the victims were not female (12,000
incidents), but male (14,000)--highlighting a growing trend of same-sex assault. How could this happen? Well,
for starters, the Obama administration ordered military leaders to embrace homosexuality--completely dismissing
the concerns that it could be a problem to have people attracted to the same sex, living in close quarters.
Is America Becoming a Police State? parts 1 & 2 #1310 & #1311
Is our nation becoming a police state where we are simply subjects to be controlled? enemies to be subdued?
John Whitehead, a Constitutional attorney for 40 years and President of The Rutherford Inst. and author of
Government of Wolves, says if the police can arrest you without a warrant or without even accusing you of a
crime, if they can take your property or your life without due process, the Constitution is dead! American
citizens who are stopped by the police are being frisked, strip-searched and even rectally probed in public. The
government now monitors our phone calls and emails without cause or warrant. Drones will soon peer invasively
into your home. These are violations of the 4th Amendment that forbids unreasonable searches and seizures. Not
only that, people are losing their cars, their money and property in asset forfeiture cases where courts have upheld
police seizure of YOU without even charging you with a crime. The Caswell Motel (valued at $1.3 million) was
seized because a small percentage of guests had been arrested for drug charges. John Whitehead said, “These
abuses are being executed on a populace that is blissfully ignorant of the radical shift in our government.”
From drones in the sky to surveillance cameras on the street to full body scanners at airports – YOU are a
suspect of the police state. The chief architect of the Constitution, James Madison, predicted the weapons used
on enemies abroad would be used on Americans at home: “The means of defense against foreign danger
historically have become the instruments of tyranny at home.”
“The President now claims the right to murder any citizen anywhere, in or out of the country, if he thinks or feels that you
might at some point pose a threat. Not only kill you, but also do it in secret, without even charging you with a crime or
allowing you to defend yourself in court. Simply by asserting that your are an enemy, the Obama administration has
given itself the right to kill you.” John Whitehead

Just as tyrants have done throughout history, the groundwork for a police state, ruled by a tyrant, is now in place.
King George of England treated us like slaves of the state, but he grossly underestimated the spirit and ingenuity
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of the American people. He was shocked at the will and ability of the peaceful colonists to defeat the most
powerful army in the world But this generation has been so subdued by a mind numbing school system, they
would not go to war with the Brits to make this an independent nation.
A Sign of Things to Come: Homeland Security has recently purchased 2.2 billion rounds of ammunition and
2700 armored personnel carriers. Why? DHS is planning to subjugate Americans. And make no mistake about it,
Boston was a test for what’s to come as soldiers and police in riot gear invaded homes without warrants. That’s a
police state. President Obama has secretly ordered the opening of America’s gulag type of FEMA concentration
camps in order to house 775,000 Americans deemed to be terrorists by the Obama administration. Presidential
Decision Directive 51 gives Obama dictator status in times of a national emergency, and eliminates any
roadblocks to martial law! It gives Obama the power to suspend elections. Some people speculate that Obama
will not leave office in 2016. Domestic terrorists include: gun owners, Christians and Veterans...
Schools now resemble prisons rather than places of learning. Schools are being used to make compliant citizens
incapable of defending freedom. Courts have ruled that parents and students can be fined ($250) and jailed for
simply being late to school. Students can be forced to wear RFID chips, like prisoners, so schools know where
they are. Zero tolerance means a little boy who pointed his finger like a gun was called a terrorist threat. A 3rd
grader who brought a cupcake with a 1” toy soldier on top to class was thrown out for violating a zero tolerance
for weapons. A 5th grade girl who brought a paper gun to class was suspended. Kids are being conditioned to live
in a police state as schools call the police to arrest and jail students and sometimes their parents. When security
is valued over freedom we have lost both; “Those who trade liberty for security will have neither.” - John Adams
When our government treats us as the enemy, they’re no longer public servants but ruling masters - tyrants.
When a patriotic Marine, Brandon Robb, who served two tours of duty in Afghanistan, can be arrested and
locked up in a psych ward- ready to be injected with mind altering drugs, for simply criticizing the government
without being charged with a crime, we have entered a police state. This is what the USSR did to Christians.
Why is Homeland Security Buying Billions of Rounds of Hollow Point Bullets and Armored Vehicles?
Is our government going to war against its own people? The government wants to disarm citizens but arm federal
agencies (Homeland Security/Social Security/Forestry…) with billions of bullets and armored personnel carriers to
intimidate and control a naïve, unsuspecting populace. John Whitehead, President of the Rutherford Inst., is
defending our freedoms and hundreds of violations of the Constitution. For those who say they have no concern
about government surveillance and strip searches because they have nothing to hide, they are missing the point.
The government is deliberately disobeying the Constitution! Do you realize the seriousness of the times in which
we are living? We need to stop the coming tyranny now! Christians need to get involved in politics and VOTE!
“IF you will not fight for right when you can easily win without blood shed; if you will not fight when your victory is sure
and not too costly; you may come to a moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against you and only have
a precarious chance of survival. You may have to fight when there’s no chance of victory because it’s better to perish
than lives as slaves.” Winston Churchill

Schools of Corruption part 1 #1314
What we are seeing in our schools staggers the mind. Homosexual role models are celebrated while our Christian
Founders are ignored. Social engineers have targeted millions of school children to radically change our culture.
Picture this: your 7 year-old daughter comes home from her first-grade class in tears. You ask her what’s wrong,
and she says she’s afraid to go to the bathroom at school because an older boy, who wants to be a girl, comes in
while she is in there. Outraged, you call the teacher to demand an explanation and you are told, “It is the law.”
Or your 7th grade daughter goes into the locker room to shower and sees a boy, who “wants to be a girl” sitting
on the bench across from her. There’s nothing you or the coach can do. The boy is allowed to be in the girl’s
locker room with her. It’s now the law. This indoctrination is a form of tyranny that drives a wedge between
parents and children and alienates children from God.
The homosexual movement has almost succeeded in redefining marriage in the minds of children. But if two
men can marry, how about three? or a brother and sister who love each other? Can you imagine the Founding
Fathers reactions if they knew the US Supreme Court was hearing a case to redefine marriage? How has this
happened? The greatest single victory of the homosexual movement in America has been to shift the debate from
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behavior to identity. Where homosexuality was once considered a perversion, now it’s simply an alternative.
You prefer vanilla I prefer chocolate. You prefer the opposite sex, I prefer the same sex.
At first, all they wanted was tolerance. Then, acceptance and inclusion. Now it’s promotion and celebration
required by law, in the schools! Just as in the past, people never thought homosexuality would be promoted in our
schools, so in the future the pedophiles will succeed in legitimizing pedophilia. That’s next.
Homosexuals are not born with a “gay gene.” There is no scientific evidence of that. In fact, the researcher who
did the original research on the “gay gene,” Simon LeVey, was a homosexual and he said, "My research did not
show there was a “gay gene.” The idea that homosexuals are born homosexual is a strategy. Cal. schools are now
required to celebrate Harvey Milk Day with mandatory assemblies and activities celebrating the life of this
notorious homosexual-pedophile-predator. This is required despite what parents want. This is a blatant violation
of parental trust, and that’s just the beginning.
There are now a host of laws now in force in Cal., Mass, and other states to promote gender confusion and force
acceptance of transgenderism. Cal AB 1266 forces schools to allow boys into the girls restroom, girl’s showers,
girl’s clubs and girl’s sport teams. So a confused little boy can play on the girl’s team. Randy Thomason, of
SaveCalifornia.com, says public schools have become sexual indoctrination centers where homosexuality is held
up for students to admire, and that homosexuals are good role models for impressionable students to aspire to.
Cal Gov Ed Brown signed legislation (SB 48) requiring Cal. public schools to re-write textbooks (that will be used
throughout the nation), to praise homosexuals in history, science, etc. and promote “same sex marriages”, disallowing
any negative comments or mention of STDs. If teachers are silent on this issue, they can be prosecuted for
discrimination and hate crimes. There will be legal penalties for citizens who do not cooperate with this
movement. Public schools are no longer safe for children! How many more reasons do parents need to realize
that “government” schools will poison their impressionable child’s mind? Home schooling is the answer.
The “Gay Activist-in-Chief” is leading the charge on restroom rights and gay-pride. The federal government has
given $1.5 million to GLSEN to train teachers to be advocates for change in their schools.
Home coming queens can now be boys! Parents don’t realize the consequences of this. What’s it going to take
for Church leaders to get their kids out of these schools? Pastors can no longer ignore the marriage debate. If
pastors don’t marry homosexuals, they will be fined. If they do, they are not true representatives of God.
We’re not talking about private lives of consenting adults. We’re talking about children…boys and girls,…as
young as kindergarten, being taught that no matter what their parents say or what the Bible says, homosexuality is
good, acceptable and righteous. The Left is totally confusing upcoming generations. The Left is waging war
against the Church, and the Church doesn’t seem to even notice; and they’ve already won at the university
level. Leftism is a religion that wants to destroy gender identity, patriotism, and Christianity!
Cal. AB 323 (authored by two homosexuals) targets all non-profits in California, including churches, Christian schools,
and bookstores, the Boy Scouts etc., to include transgenders or have their status stripped. AB 323 would revoke
any non-profit organization, such as the Boy Scouts, and require them to pay taxes, because they oppose
homosexuals being scoutmasters. This is the punishment the homosexuals have long sought for the Boy Scouts,
because they are “morally straight.” The Boy Scouts is a private organization, but if homosexuals start their own
Homosexual Scouts, no one would join. In order to destroy all sense of morality to corrupt this nation, they must
destroy the Scouts.
So the mask is off. They say they want tolerance but they really want dictatorial power to force their immorality
down everyone’s throats. There’s no tolerance once they are in control. SB 1172 bans any counselor from
counseling minors who want to change from homosexual to heterosexual. It’s now illegal for counselors to
counsel minors out of homosexuality. Students no longer learn about our Christian American Founders but are
required to celebrate homosexual activists. Randy Thomasson, SaveCalifornia.com, says, “This is how corrupt
we've become as a society where tax exemptions for churches, Christian schools, and the Boy Scouts is not for the
well being of children but for the "well-being" of a small but powerful minority.”
Schools of Atheism part 2 #1315
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Why, in a nation founded by Christians, and where the majority call themselves Christians, is Christianity
banned in our schools? Why are God and His Commandments banned in schools and courtrooms? How did this
nation get to the point where the Bible is banned but the Koran is required? Parents who naively think schools just
teach academics are very mistaken in today’s schools where grade school kids, in a New York school, are
prohibited from singing “God Bless America.” The principal banned the patriotic anthem from the year-end
kindergarten program because the lyrics are inappropriate for 5 year olds and might be offensive to other
cultures in our diverse society. What happened to teaching America patriotism? Or is that also too offensive?
No more do students even hear how our Founders like George Washington prayed at crucial battles, or Ben
Franklin prayed to unite the nation under a Constitution. The godless ACLU has done incredible damage by
destroying every vestige of Christianity in public. Courts now side with the ACLU, because many of the judges
are former ACLU attorneys. So the illogical becomes their logic. They say, in order to keep religious neutrality,
religious freedom must be banned. To protect the rights of the minority, the majority must give up their freedoms.
Dr Jerome Corsi, author of The Bad Samaritans – the ACLU’s Relentless Campaign to Erase Faith From the
Public Square, says the roots of the ACLU are atheism and communism. To replace our Christian roots with
Marxism, the ACLU promotes everything against God - evolution, porn, Islam etc.
If we abandon belief in God, we abandon our freedom and hope.
A first grade girl in West Marion, North Carolina, wrote a poem for the school’s Veterans Day Assembly. But it
crossed the line, because she wrote that her grandfather prayed to GOD for peace and strength. The word GOD
had to be removed, so it wouldn’t appear that the school was endorsing one particular religion. The schools and
courts have taken a sledgehammer to religious freedom and are on such a relentless campaign to obliterate
Christianity that courts and schools see it as their duty to deny religious freedom to Christians.
God did not inspire our Founders to create this nation only to see our generation squander that precious freedom
and replace it with atheistic Marxism. Jesus came to set the captives free. If this nation abandons belief in God,
we will see all our freedom gone – forever! The only way we lose is if God’s warriors give up and give our
precious heritage, our children, over to the now corrupt, anti-Christ schools. Giving our children over to that
system is a denial of the faith Christ entrusted to us. In the Great Commission of Matthew 28, Jesus commands
us to make disciples and teach them. How have Christians missed this command from Jesus? Making disciples
and teaching them doesn’t mean dropping God’s kids off at the pagan school for heathens to disciple. That’s the
exact opposite of what God commands. That’s disobedience. To paraphrase Christ, “What good is it to gain
home, car, vacation, career, entertainment etc, yet lose your child’s precious soul at schools of atheism?
RAISE YOUR CHILD TO LOVE CHRIST! It’s easier to prevent a wayward child than spend your life repenting
over a rebellious atheist who was indoctrinated in atheist schools that forbid any mention of God.
Schools of IndoctriNation part 1& 2 #1316-1317
We are witnessing the collapse of our nation morally, spiritually and financially. For all the problems, there must
be some root cause. It’s not because of abortion, homosexuality and corruption. These are symptoms. What is the
root cause? Colin Gunn, producer of the film Indoctrination- Public Schools and the Decline of Christianity, says
our culture becomes what our schools teach. Secular teachers are given awards for promoting atheism and
homosexuality, yet Christian teachers are fired and students censored for any mention of their faith at school.
Jesus said a student will become like his teacher. So an atheist education will produce atheist students and an antiGod, immoral culture. We are losing our culture, because Christians have refused to educate their own children. A
new vision for changing our culture must include educating children. Parents! Why would you trust your
child’s mind to strangers you know nothing about and a school system of atheism? RC Sproul, “We don’t lose
children, we give them away.”
Remembering Our Military #1312
Remember the expression: "There are no atheists in foxholes"? If the Obama Administration has its way, there
would ONLY be atheists in foxholes. America's soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, and guard are being told they
must not share their faith in the God of the Bible. If they do, they may be disciplined, discharged, or even courtmartialed for proselytizing. No one who believes in God can stand idly by in the face of these unprecedented
attacks. Army command says hate groups include Christian groups like the Family Research Council. The
military has gone from tolerance for homosexuals to intolerance toward Christians. Obama’s military chief told
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a chaplain to “get in line” with open homosexual behavior including same-sex marriage or “resign your
commission.” Bibles sent to U.S. troops in Afghanistan were confiscated and destroyed. The Bibles were
translated into Afghan languages and were intended as gifts that U.S. soldiers could give to the people. But the
Pentagon said giving out Bibles is a violation of proselytizing. At the same time, U.S. military has been ordered to
go to extraordinary lengths not to “defile” a Koran. At GITMO, our soldiers are required to wear gloves when
handling the Koran so as not to offend Muslims. Is it too much to ask that Bibles have the same respect?
To produce heroes who will defend our freedoms, we need to teach students about the sacrifices and courage
made for their freedoms. Jeremiah Denton tells how God brought him through his severe torture in Viet Nam.
John Steer gives a fascinating account of his experiences in Viet Nam and how he took the gospel to former
generals in the Russian army.
In all the years since D-Day 1945, there are only three occasions when the sitting President of the United States of
America failed to go to the D-day Monument that honors the soldiers killed during the Invasion. Only Three
Times... The three were: Barack Obama 2010, Barack Obama 2011, Barack Obama 2012!!!
For the past 68 years, every single president, except Obama, has paid tribute to the fallen American soldiers killed
on D-Day. Last year, instead of honoring the soldiers, he made a 3,000-mile campaign trip to California to raise
funds for the past election. Priorities? - - It speaks volumes... doesn't it?
Parents Demand Obama Explain Why Their Military Son Had A Muslim Cleric Curse Christians at His Funeral!

Why, at the funeral for SEAL Team 6 members, who were Christians, did a Muslim cleric give an invocation, in
Arabic, which cursed Christians as infidels? At the same time, any mention of God was forbidden. In August
2011, the helicopter carrying the SEAL Team members was shot down in Afghanistan. These patriots killed
Osama bin Laden. Karen and Billy Vaughn’s son Aaron died in that helicopter crash. They said that the
administration’s political decision to publicize SEAL Team 6’s role led directly to thirty-eight deaths, including
that of their son. They said that Obama protected Korans at Guantanamo, gave Osama bin Laden a full Muslim
funeral, yet refused to allow any mention of God Almighty at their son’s funeral. This is the first time that at an
official military funeral the Pentagon prohibited any mention of the God of the Bible and made sure to have a
local Imam say a prayer – a prayer that cursed Christians as infidels.
The following letter was sent to Obama from a 95-year-Old Pearl Harbor Survivor. This revered and honored
WW II vet has seventy-plus years of service to patriotic organizations and causes.
Dear President Obama,
I enlisted in the U. S . Navy in 1934 and fought in WWII. I am amazed, angry and determined not to see my country
die before I do, but you seem hell bent not to grant me that wish. I can't figure out what country you are the president
of. You tell lies like: "We're no longer a Christian nation." "America is mean-spirited. " Try preaching that nonsense to 23
generations of our war dead buried all over the globe who died to free strangers from tyranny and hopelessness.
I don’t see an ounce of gratefulness for the obvious gifts this country has given you. Shape up and start acting like an
American. If you don't, I'll do what I can to see you get shipped out of that fancy rental on Pennsylvania Avenue. You
were elected to lead not to bow, not to apologize and kiss the hands of murderers and corrupt leaders.
And just who do you think you are telling the American people not to jump to conclusions and condemn that Muslim
major who killed 13 of his fellow soldiers and wounded dozens more? You don't mind offending the police, calling them
stupid, but you don't want us to offend Muslim fanatics by calling them what they are, terrorists.
I realize you never served in the military and never had to defend your country with your life, but you're the
Commander-in-Chief now, son. Do your job! When your battle-hardened field General asks you for 40,000 more troops to
complete the mission, give them to him. But if you're not in this fight to win, then get out. The life of one American soldier
is not worth the best political strategy you're thinking of. Our greatest threat is not economic. Our greatest threat is
losing the heart and soul of who we are as Americans. And I sure as hell don't want to think my President is the enemy
in this final battle. Sincerely, Harold B. Estes

“According to far-left consultants, Christianity is one of the chief problems plaguing our troops. HOW ABSURD
IS THAT? As the Washington Post reported, some are saying that "religious proselytizing" is at the top of the
list of problems in the armed forces -- even on par with sexual assault. The Air Force has a directive that leaders
(including chaplains) may not "promote their personal religious (Biblical) beliefs…” The penalty for noncompliance is court-martial. Christians within the military, who speak of their faith, could be prosecuted as
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enemies of the state. This could destroy military recruiting as Americans realize that their faith will be suppressed
by joining the military. If chaplains are censored, there is no religious freedom in the military.” Gen. "Jerry" Boykin
Porn Plague #1313
There’s a porn plague capturing millions of young minds and destroying individuals, families and crippling our
nation’s morality. Millions of people, including Christians and pastors, visit porn sites. Fred Stoeker, author of
Every Young Man’s Battle – Strategies for Victory in the Real World of Sexual Temptation, says, “We’re in a
spiritual war but the enemy is seductive and camouflages sin as pleasure. Instead it brings pain.” How can we
control what comes into our eyes and minds? Your eyes are the windows of your soul. Clay Allen, president of
Avenue, and Fred Styoeker, give excellent techniques for avoiding the deadly trap of pornography.
Damascus Countdown parts 1 & 2 #1306 & #1307
No generation has witnessed more fulfilled prophecy, since Christ, as this present generation. Yet many more
prophecies are on the threshold of fulfillment. Iranian leaders believe the only way to bring the Caliphate into
world dominion is to destroy Israel. Joel Rosenberg, author of Damascus Countdown, who predicted 9/11 nine
months before it happened, now suggests Israel will launch a preemptive strike against Iran, but if they fail to get
all the nuclear warheads, retaliation from the Islamic world would be overwhelming. He says, “An atomic Iran
could do in 6 minutes what it took Hitler 6 years to do, kill 6 million Jews.”
What if Iran gets an atomic bomb or already has it? Would Israel launch a preemptive strike against Iran? What
happens if Israel is then overwhelmed with a massive retaliation from the entire Muslim world and one of
thousands of missiles is atomic? Joel Rosenberg, author of Damascus Countdown, says Isaiah 17 prophecies that
when the nations come against Israel, God will defend Israel and Damascus will cease to exist as a city. God is
bringing Muslims to faith in Christ and a very dramatic example is Kamal Saleem, who was a powerful and
dedicated Muslim terrorist, before he had a direct encounter with Jesus Christ. How else could a Muslim terrorist
be converted to Christ? Now Kamal goes into mosques to witness to other Muslims about the love of Christ.
Made in Heaven #1308
Some of the best inventions come from God’s design in nature, yet inventors and scientists don’t give God credit
or even acknowledge Him. Aerospace engineer, Jeff Seto, co-author of Made in Heaven -Man’s Indiscriminate
Stealing of God’s Amazing Design, gives many examples of ideas that came from God in nature:
 Painless needles came from the design of the proboscis of a mosquito.
 Mussels produce a sticky adhesive that’s formed in minutes and bonds to underwater surfaces. Just think of
the applications of an adhesive that bonds to anything, even under water, and holds up to 1000-pounds/in.
Scientists are working on glue that could glue blood vessels and organs back together.
 A Swiss engineer and his dog picked up small burrs as they walked through a field. Under the microscope, he
could see tiny hooks and loops. He later invented Velcro.
 God made each of us unique just as He made each snowflake unique. Thus, we are God’s little snowflakes!
 God’s engineering is beyond brilliant and into the infinite depths of God’s genius.
 God designed cuddly soft cats to purr and give us love. God designed them this way to show us His LOVE.
God created animals that are just the perfect size and shape to be held by us, to bless us, and entertain us,
and love us. God created them for our enjoyment. This is an expression of His awesome love for us.
Ray Comfort, says, “It’s dishonest to say that everything came from nothing. Yet that’s what schools teach. It’s
mandated by law, but intellectually dishonest. It’s an insult to God and an insult to thinking people.” “Go to the
ant you sluggard! Consider its ways and be wise.” Pr 6:6 Out of the 20,000 different ants, there’s one called the
slave making ants, because they raid another colony, steal the pupae and take them back to their colony to raise.
The kidnapped baby ants serve their captors just as if they were their real parents, even fighting their true
parents to protect their masters. It’s much like Christians who give their children over to a system that teaches the
opposite of their parent’s beliefs. The children learn to serve and believe the humanistic beliefs and turn away
from the faith of their parents.
God created a spirit in people that will live forever. But most people are more concerned about their BODY than
their soul! You do not simply HAVE a soul. You are a soul who has a body. Jesus said, “Do not be afraid of
those who kill the body. Rather fear the One (God) who can destroy both soul and body in hell.” Training a child
has eternal consequences.
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GOD SAYS TO PARENTS:
 (Deu 6:6-7) “Love the Lord with ALL your heart…Impress these commandments on your children. Talk about
them when you sit at home and when YOU walk along the road, when YOU lie down and when YOU get up.”
That means teach YOUR CHILDREN all the time. That’s written to you parents and it means home schooling!
 (Eph 6:4) “Fathers do not exasperate your children; instead (YOU!) bring them up in the training and instruction of
the Lord.” Training your children does not mean giving them over to heathens to train in schools of atheism.
 (Ro 12:2) “Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind.” Schools transform a child’s mind into the pattern of this world. Scripture says to do just the opposite.
Don’t Let Freedom Die #1309
“We elected Hitler. Hitler didn’t take Austria by force; we elected that monster in 1938 when 98% voted to annex
Austria to Germany. I am an eyewitness to that history,” said Kitty Werthmann. What was it like to live under
Nazi (the National Socialist Party) Germany with Hitler? Are there parallels in our nation today? A socialist
bureaucracy takes control over education, healthcare, businesses, gun ownership, and the economy -with massive
spending that leads to hyperinflation. Out of 18,000 German pastors, only 200 refused to sign a loyalty oath to
Hitler. Many said Hitler was given to them by God.
“Following Christ is not something that can be done half-heartedly or just on Sunday. Being a follower of Christ
must be central to everything we do. If your life is no different from unbelievers, how are you a follower of
Christ? Nothing is as important as teaching your child to love GOD. Nothing! How much do you want your
child in heaven with you? What are you doing about it? The maker of a billion trillion galaxies is Great and
deserves to be served and worshipped with everything we have and every thing we are. Don’t take God for
granted. He will determine your eternal destination.” Francis Chan- Crazy Love- Overwhelmed by a Relentless God
The threats to our nation and to our faith are very real. But if we take responsibility for doing our part and follow
God's direction for real change, there's no limit to the great revival America could experience. If you’re a parent,
there’s nothing more important for our nation and the Kingdom of God and YOUR CHILD than giving your
child a Christ-centered education.
Life-changing words: Psalm 46:10, God says to YOU, "Be still, and know that I am God; I will be exalted among
the nations, I will be exalted in all the earth!” Relax. Trust in God. This is an invitation from God to give all your
cares to Him and seek His PRESENCE. Be thankful for his Love. God says there’s no one as devoted to you as
He is. Realizing His concern for every detail of your life diminishes your fears. If you are fearful, you are not
trusting God. If you trust God, you don’t have fear. As fear loosens it grip on you, you will enjoy living. Try it.
Difficulties become opportunities to grow closer to God. God says, “This is MY world. I made it. I control it.
Trust ME.” Spiritual blessings come wrapped in trials. Your trials and troubles are specifically designed by God
to develop your trust in Him. Think of what it means to have God as your Strength.
God simply spoke and the entire universe came into existence.
God says, “I know every one of your thoughts before you even think them. None of your thoughts escapes My
notice. Among all my creatures only humans can anticipate the future. It’s a blessing, but it can become a curse if
you let it. You don’t need to fear the future for I am already there. Anxiety is trying to envision the future
without Me. So lighten up and laugh with Me. What are you worried about? When you feel anxious, it’s because
you’re focused on the visible world and not on Me. Focus on Me, not the obstacles to peace and joy, and soon
they will pass. This too shall pass. With Me, you can handle whatever comes your way.”
“I weave MIRACLES into the most mundane day. I AM MIGHTY GOD! Nothing is too difficult for ME. Learn
to enjoy life more. Relax! Remember I am with you. Think of your life as an adventure with Me as your Guide.
Heaven is your true home. When you arrive you will hear me say, ‘Well done my good and faithful servant.”
Jesus Calling, Sarah Young
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"The heavens declare the glory of God." PS 19 God uses nature as a broadcasting station to bring people into fellowship with Him.

